
sumps on the Hea d 

The early 19th century also saw 
the development of phrenology 
by Franz Gall (1758-1828) and 
Johann Spurzheim ( 1776-
1832). Both were skilled neuro-
anatomists and fervently {>f'11~~•!"'~""!:-,i1r,'j ~ 
believed two things. 

C?IFF~RE::Nr Mf:NrAL
ANC? MORAL- FAa.JL-rl~G 

A~ L-OC.AL-IZ:.W IN 
PARTICLJL-AR CORTIC.AL

Rf::<SIONG .. 

Unfortunately, they also 
bel ieved that the degree to 
which an individual 
possessed a faculty, such 
as "memory" or "love of 
offspring", depended on the 
size of the relevant brain 
area. This , in turn , would be 
reflected in the shape of the 
skull over that area. An 
affectionate parent should 
have a bump in the 
appropriate place. The idea 
spread that personality 

. . 

could be analyzed by examining the skull. Going to the phrenologist 
to "have your bumps felt" became as fashionable as going to your 
analyst would become in the 20th century. But no two ph renologists 
ever agreed on exactly what mental faculties there were, nor on how 
they were positioned over the skull . 
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The Beginning of Localizatlon 

Marie-Jean-Pierre Flourens ( ·1794- 1867). a strict disciple of 
Descartes. led the reaction against phrenology. He believed in a 
unified mind or soul which could not be analyzed into separate parts. 
Flourens studied the effects of galvanic stimulation and focal lesions 
(precisely pJaced damage) of particular parts of the brain. He 
correctly concluded three things. 

~{ - _,. . . -- . . .. -- - : - _. ... ·' 
. 9-_:: . .,,.., ,. 

f! . 
. ' ~-.. 

. :··::f:i/.i:,: 
nte ect s largely 

co~centrate<l in the 
ce·e:::i ral conex . 

The lower brain 
sustains vital bodily 
functions. 

'·-·.•·.~~,;~ 
' . ' ,:. '; ' ,...; .... ~ . ... ~ .. ~ .. 

Howe~er. he also insisted that mental functions cannot be 
dr~soc,ated from one another. and that removing cortex from an 
animal lowered rt s intellect ,n proportion to the amount removed. 



Like other 19th century explorers mapping deeper into the "interiors", 
neuroanatomists also set out to localize the areas of brain functions . 
In t11e 1860s, Gustav Fritsch ( 1838-1927) and Edouard Hitzig 
( 1838-1907) seemed to prov~de conclusive evidence of localization of 
cortical functions . 

~L.-~rRIC-AL.-L.-Y 
GrlMlJLArlNe PARTICULAR 

AReAG Of CORTICAL.- rlGGlJE:: 
C-AlJGf;G MO Vr;ME::NTG OF 
INPIVIC?lJAL.- L.-1~ OR FAC-f; 
PARTG ON TH~ OPFt?GITE:= 

GIPE:: OF rHE:: 
~0[7Y.-:#< 
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ANP ~GIONINe TH~ 
TIGGLJE:= Rf:GlJL.-rB IN 
C-O~GPONP INe 

l71GrLJRE3ANC-f;G OF 
MOrOR FLJNC-rlON. 
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' It has been known since antiqu ity that convulsions or paralysis 
following injury to one side of the head are manifested on the othe r 
side of the body. 



Further support for cortical localization came in 1861. Paul Broca 
(1824-80) demonstrated that disorders of speech are associated . h 
damage in a region of the left frontal lobe. w,t 

THE:: P!::RGON 
LJNC?E;:RG,ANC?G WHAT IS BAlf? 

,O HIM ~ T GPE;:AKB WITH 
r?IFFICV/...T Y I IF 

AT A/.../.... 

This is known as Broca's aphasia. Broca's 
area co-ordinates the movements of speech. 
It is right next to the part of 
the motor cortex which 
controls movements of the 
lips, tongue and vocal cords. 

In 187 4, Carl Wernicke ( 1848-1904) discovered 
that damage to an area of the temporal lobe, close 
to tissue involved in hearing (the auditory cortex), 
resulted in another type of language disorder. 

i"HE;:GE:: PWPL-E:= 
GPE::AI< FWE::N,/...Y 

00, WHA, rHf?t GAY 
IS MOGTL,Y 

ME::ANINGL,E::GG. This is Wernicke's aphasia. 

Broca's area Auditory Cortex Wernicke 's area 



Many years later. the neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield ( 1891-1976) 
was able to use stimulc1tion of conscious patients undergoing brain 
surgery~ to map the human motor strip (or motor cortex) in the 
frontal lobe . He also charted the sensory strip in the parietal lobe. 

... . .. . ... 

. ..-,. :,,.; ... · _·, ~-~. . . ··•·~~ -~ . ::•~~t •-,•~ ,?~• • h • • • :•~ ' \\\...._ 

· Remember. Aristotle already knew that touching the brain does not 
cause pain or any other sensation . 
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Uosplto those successes, the 
locn li?lng of hiqh lovol mental 
flmctl onn to rwrtlcular patches of 
co t to:x fncod cor ,tinuinq (Jpposition. 
No1 lonnt bncmme the localtz'3rs 
I >fH.JfHI to r,ro<h icg t,rain maps just 

ns irH,on'1i '1 tAnt with one anoth'3r 
as thosn of thn phrenologists. 

IHAV~ ~ 
RE:MO VW 

, H~ eN-rl~ COPreX 
c?f ,HI.G (70(3, Ye-r He 

Brll-l- B-rANC?.G ANC? 
WAU<..G, 

rHeR£:;FORE:: 
FRlr.Gai ANC? HlrZ'.IG 

MUB'f E3-e WRONG iO ~ 
,HAr -rHe ceNrRE::.G FOR 

MOrOR MOVeMeN, MlJGT 
E3-e IN -rHe coR-rex, 

I - - - - - - - - - - - ► -;~.t .. ~1!!11 

In the 20th century, Gold15teln and Lashley followed Flourens's aflci 
Goltz's wholist view that higher functions deµend on tho whole 
cortex , and loss of function on ttle extent of ti ssue damaged. Othar5

, 

such as Monakow and Sherrlngton, eventually abandoned 
materialism and identified higher mental functions with a soul. 
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Beginning to Assemble Brain Functions 

One of the first µeople to see n solution to the appFHent 
contradiction between loca lizntion nnd wholisrn was John 
Hughlings-Jackson ( 1835-19 11 ). Hughlinqs J8c;kr:1on ar,r..,&rJtt,<J 
that simple sensory and motor functions are loca li; r:j <J w 1th1r 1 

specia lized cortica l areAs. But he also saw th at mom r,<1 rr 1~1, ... 1 

thinking and behaviour must be assembled from c1 gr(jr.1t rrtcH 1/ r; 

these simpler components , so involving many separatA r:H8&'., r/ 
the brain . He also understood that the "same" activity r ... 8r1 b'" ... 
assembled at lower or higher levels of the brain . 

GOL-, ~ ' G 
C?~RTIC-M~ 

C?OG CAN GTIU .. ~~ 
INC?LJC-W TO WAU< ANC? 
~A, 00, 1-r C?C)f:;G ~ 
INt-rlA,~ WAU<ING 'TO j 

G~A~FOR L_ 
fOOC?.. 

.__~ C-L-~ARL-Y ~ p 

ANIMAL...G , W"1C 
N~~R G l<CM. t
C-ORTE=X1 CM 

WAL-K. 
00, A ~ 

C-ORTIC-AL... MO'TOR ~ 
G'TRIP IG N~GGARY 

FOR VOWN-rARY 
WAL-KING IN PLJRGUt-r 

OF A GOAL-. 



An infant held up by the hands 
exhibits walking controlled by 
the spine . Yet when it is older, it 
will still have to learn voluntary 
"cortical" walking . 

ANl7 , HOUGH 
13-ROCA I G PA'TIE:NT.9 CANNOT 
,Al.A< , ·THE:Y CAN GOM~IME:G 

CUR.GE: OR G ING. THE:G~ 
AlJ,O MAIIC ReAC,IONG TO A 

GTlJl3-f3-W Ta OR THE: .GWND C',f 
A 1·lJNE: MlJGT ORIG INATE: FROM 

GlJf3-- CORTIC.AL.- C.E:NTReG. 

T HE:Y 170 NOT 
~lJIRf: T HE: CORTICAL. 

Rf::610NG WHICH ARf: 
N~GGARY FOR TH~ 

CON.GTRlJC.TION OF 
VOWNTARY,, NON

AUTOMATIC 
GP~. 

. . /~.{: ;,:,:~f !SJ'.f .:f.i~·;. ~ 
~~~~tf:.W. ""::-- , · • !1;,t _,.J,o,", · • , '"I.,_._ 1'; ,, .L .. ~~~ -""-:>' 
r • , - ~• ::,i __ .;....i",J,.!~•!• • • 
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·~ ~}!..-,<,"'• ·r'r :h'~• r. - ~ ~,."·.# · ~~· ,.~r.'-, ~_:..:,..- ~ • 
~ lfr" ,r ••;. ,4,.~ / ••" :..,.-:~',;,/, ~ r:, rJ •~ 4

~ , !'-,~ ~ '"'-,r;,j>•~ i, 
~,,.,. ,;-, • ,v:fi!' •• rf"!'i:..r.-,J._.._,,, : . . ·• ".,._. ..~,.- ., :...;..! • ed 

Hughlings-Jackson and, later, Henry Head (1861 -1940) recogniz 
that just because our vocabulary contains single words such as t 
"walking", "speaking", "seeing" or "remembering" does not mean tha 
these refer to single activities. 
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The great Russian 
neuropsychologist Alexander 
Luria (1902-77) pointed out 
that the same function can be 
achieved by different 
ensembles of brain areas 
working together on different 
occasions. For example, 
learning a new skill requires 
conscious, cortical thought. But 
control may subsequently pass 
down to sub-cortical centres 
once the skill is well learnt. 
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Tracing the Progress 

Is the brain made up of blood vessels, glands or globules? This 
debate in the 17th century could only progress with better techniques 
for visualizing a dense and three-dimen~ionally complex organ. 
Technical advances included: improving neuroanatomy; tools for 
dissection; developing chemical means for fixing and preserving 
brain tissue; refinement of microscopy; inventing tissue-staining 
techniques. 

The cell theory of the nervous system was established by the end of 
the 19th century. 
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Neurons and Glia 

In fact, there are two types of cell in the brain: neuron(e)s, of which 
there are 100,000,000,000; and even more glial cells . Neurons, or 
nerve cells, are what is normally meant by "brain cells". There are 
many types of neuron. All of them have a cell body, an axon , and 
lots of branching fibres called dendrites. 

Rather little is known about glial cells. One thing they do is to 
produce myelin, a fatty insulating substance that sheathes many 
axons. Depletion of myelin is a feature of several neuro
degenerative diseases, such as Multiple Sclerosis. 
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___ Cell body 

-._,.__ Nucleus 

~-----Axon 

Motor cell (spinal cord) 

,#-- Axon 

·--- Myelin 
Purklnje cell (cerebellum) sheath 
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Grey and White Mattera 

Where a lot of cell bodies are packed closely together they appear 
as "grey matter". or cortex .. Where the tissue 1s mainly long 
myelinated axons connecting different commun1t1es of cells (known 
as nucle i). it appears as "white matter". 

The convolutions of the cort ical surface cause much of ,t to be 
hidden inside folds known as sulci (sulcus in the singular). which 
are separated by ridges known as gyri (gyrus). 

Lateral 
ventncle 

Lateral 
ventricle 
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The Electric Brain 

Neurons have the property of "nervous irritability", meaning they 
respond to external stimuli , such as an electric current. If a cell body 
gets the right sort of stimulation/information from its dendrites and 
from the axons of other cells, it will "fire" (show irritability) . This 
means it sends a small electrical signal down its axon. The axon 
then connects to the dendrites or cell bodies of other neurons or to 
the cells of muscles or glands. 

Neuroscientists can study a neuron by placing electrodes close to 
the cell body. 

A recording electrode monitors the number of times the cell fires 
each second. A stimulating electrode will drive the firing of the cell. 

Every neuron is stimulated by huge numbers of other nerve cells 
connecting to its dendrites or cell body. Some of these connections 
are excitatory (they increase the likelihood of the target cell firing). 
Some are inhibitory (decreasing the likelihood of firing). The relative 
amounts of excitation and inhibition impinging on the target cell jointly 
determine its firing rate. 

-----0 Excitatory 

------1►a. Inhibitory 

-- Axon 

The figure shows a cell receiving excitatory connections (mainly to its dendrites) 
and inhibitory connections (mainly to Its cell body) 
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The Chemical Brain 

Where axon branches connect to the dendrites or bodies of target 
cells there is a small gap, which Sir Charles Scott Sherrington 
(1857-1952) named the synapse. The electrical potential coming 
down the axon cannot jump this gap. Instead, the pre-synaptic 
axon releases specially shaped chemical molecules. 

1Hf:;Gf:; RUGH 
AC-ROGG !Hf:; SYNAPTIC 

6AP ANC? A11ACH 1Hf:MG!;;L..Vf:;G 
,O CORRE:GFt?Nf71NGL.Y GHAPW 
~ !;/TS ON ,H~ 

POST" -!J:YNAP'TI(; C7f:;Nf7RI,~ 
OR at-.L.. 

Action ------1--- ■ 
potential 

Neurotransmitter~1---~"-::------ -----+--Synaptic gap 

Receiving neuron's dendrites or cell 
body containing receptor sites 

If the next cell is another neuron, arrival of the molecules will either 
increase (excitatory) or decrease (inhibitory) the likelihood of that 

cell firing. 
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Chemical Mal·functlona 

The chemicals which act ,n this W8Y Arf' known ns neurof r;:mt1mitters 
Examples are serotonin and dopamine Too httlf'.) or too mH,;.t Qf 3 

neurotransmitter le8.ds to malfunctions of vanous kinds In P~rYir ~or·· 
disease. for example . voluntary movements become d1f11cult tu 1r,,t ~t') 

and control. This 1s associated wi th a shortage of brain d0pam·".:: 
Increasing production of dopamine in the brain improves the o)rfJ 1 '.J' 

Corte X ___ __, 

Raphe nuclei ::-"\... '.. ~ 

Cortex 1 

~ 

I 
Substantia nigra 

Why do drugs such as morphine and 
LSD. and poisons such as curare , have 
their effect? Because they have a 
similar structure to the brain 's natural 
neurotransmitters. By attaching 
themselves to post-synaptic receptor 
sites, they disrupt normal traff ic along 
the neural pathways. 
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Brain, Hormones and Body 

GLANDS 

□!fl 

Neurotransmitters are 
similar in many respects to 
hormones. Hormones , 
such as adrenaline and 
testosterone, are secreted 
into the blood by glands. In 
the blood , they can travel to 
affect distant organs. 

i~ 
~ □~1 

Hypothalamus 
Pituitary (many hormones) 

Medulla 

.. Thyroid 
,.. 

Hormones ,,__..,... )< 

~~ ' 

regulate bodily 
functions, such 

. ,' ';t, 

-~ .. ,.,,_ 
4.~.... . ' 

as energy 
production and 
metabolism. 

-
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~'-.~:-- ..,;., · . . ~- 1" ~"'-' --: .................. .... 

IV . 

AN[;) TH~Y 
ARE: INVOL..VW 

IN CONTROL.- C)f 
f::MOTIONAL.-, GE::XLJAL.

AN[;) OTH~R 
~HAVIC\JRG .. 

-~~"!llll!ILL 

\ 

--- Adrenal 

Pancreas 

___ Qvaries 

(in females) 

'---- Testes 
(in males) 

• Brain activity controls the release of hormones by the glands into 
the blood. 
• But hormones, carried up to the brain in the blood, then serve to 
influence the activity of the brain itself. 
• The brain is a bodily organ, part of a larger functioning system. 
When, as in this book, we focus exclusively on the brain, we 
easily lose sight of this fact. 
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The Geography of the Human Brain 

The brain is A fantastically complex structure. The terminology that 
has evolved to descr lbe It Is almost more <:iauntlng still. Because the 
brain is studied l.Jy many diff orenl groups anatomists, physiologists 
bioc11emists, geneticists, surgeons, neu~ologiats, neuropsychologist~ 
and ot11ers - most structures have acquired several alternative 
labels, which may be in Greek, Latin , English or French . 

The naming of disorders of behaviour resulting from brain injury also 
raises difficulties. Many disorders have names starting with "a" 
meaning "without" (as in a-theism) . Others begin with "dys" meaning 
"bad" (as in dys-lexia) . Many of the "a"s should really be "dys" 
because it is relatively rare for a behavioural function to be 
completely eradicated . Although this happens sometimes , degrees of 
impairment are more common. 

You have been warned! 

Cerebral cortex 
(controls thinking and sensing 

functions , voluntary movement) 

Corpus callosum 
(relays information between 
the two cerebral 
hemispheres) 

l 

I 
Hypothalamus 
(regulates temperature, 
eating, sleeping , and 
endocrine system) 

Pituitary gland 
(master gland 
of the endocrine system) 

Thalamus 
(relays sensory 
information to 
cerebral cortex) 

'' ·~ ~~,"" 

Midbrain 

Reticular 
activating system 
(carries messages 

'' about sleep and 
arousal) 

(relays information 
between cerebral 
cortex and 
cerebellum} 

~
~ (co-ordinates line 

\

~ muscle movement, 
balance) 

Medulla 
(regulates 
heartbeat, 
breathing) 
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Spinal cord 
(relays nerve Impulses between 
brain and body, controls simple 
reflexes) 
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Evolution and Development 

Nervous systems evolved because they Improved the survival 
chances of animals that had them. A nervous systom allows an 
animal to behave rather than be passive: to seek food and avoid 
danger rather than simply to hope that food will come along but that 
danger will not. 

Midbraln 
Cerebellurn - } 
and pons H1ndtra1n 

25 days 35 days 40 days 

5 months 6 months 

M <JrJul l::.i 

hemispheres 

Spinal 
cord 

(forebrain) 55 days 

\---........_ 
8 months ~ ths 

The brain of an embryo starts off as a simple tube of tissue . It then 
develops three enlargements that will become the forebrain , 
mldbraln and hlndbraln . The cortex of the forebrain later divides 
into the two cerebral hemispheres, which grow outwards to cover 
much of the lower brain regions. 
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The Hlndbraln 

The "lower" brain, or hindbrnin , mAin ly supports vital borJi ly functions. 

The first major component of the hindhrain is the medulla. It is a 
continuation oft.he s~ine and is ?~ncernAd with c.ontrol of breathing, 
heartbeat and d1gest1on . Above 1t 1s the pons which receives 
information sent from visual areas to control eye and body 
movements. It sends this information to the third major structu re of 
the hindbrain , the walnut-shaped cerebellum , which controls co
ordination of movement sequences . A fourth hindbrain structure, the 
reticular formation , is important in the control of arousal and in the 
sleeping and waking cycle . 

Reticular formation 

Pons ______ --= 

Medulla ------------+~~'«--"-f, 

Cerebellum 
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The Midbraln 

The midbrain sits above the hindbrain . Its main components are the 
basis pedunculi , tegmentum and tectum. The first two of these are 
concerned with motor movements. It is dopamine shortage in the 
pedunculi , and elsewhere, which gives rise to Parkinsonism. The 
tectum contains visual and auditory nuclei (groups of cells). For 
birds and other lower animals , these are their visual and auditory 
brains. Mammals have evolved large areas of forebrain dedicated to 
these senses, but their tectums still govern whole body movements 
in response to light and sound. 

-~-- ., / ' j '1 C 

.... ~ .... . ...::__,,. 

Tegmentum 
(basis pedunculi) 

lliculus 
Tectum 

ferior " 

,# ~" ~ ... 

perior ] 
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..,t 

__ y 

\ 

\ 
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The Forebraln 

The human forebrain contains a large number of important 
structures. The thalamus is a kind of communications centre which 
rece ives input from eyes, ea rs, skin and other sensory organs. It also 
modulates activity in the co rtex as a whole. The hypothalamus is a 
small but very complex structure engaged in control of the four Fs 
(feeding, fighting , fleeing and fornication) , as well as of temperature 
regulation , sleep and the expression of emotion . 

Hypothalamus Thalamus 
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The limbic system began as a 
11

smell brain" and is heavily involved 
in emotional processes . The hlppocampus in the limbic system is 
essential for knowledge about the spatial layout of the environment. 
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The basal ganglia are a number of nuclei (grey matter) which play 
a major role in movements. People with Parkinsonism show 
dopamine shortages here too. Distinctive regions of the basal 
ganglia receive inputs from either the limbic system or from various 
cortical areas. It may be here that emotions and memories compete 
with present circumstances and thoughts for control of behaviour. 
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Left and Right Hemispheres (LH and RH) 

The two cerebral hemispheres are the largest and most obvious 
features of human and other primate brains. Their surface grey 
matter is the cortex, sometimes called neo~cortex to distinguish it 
from the cortex found !n lo~er, and . more ancient, brain structures. 
Each hemisphere receives 1nformat1on largely from the opposite 
side of the body, which it also largely controls . The two 
hemispheres can act in concert to produce coherent behaviour 
because they share information via a vast sheet of fibres known as 
the corpus callosum. They are also indirectly connected through 
the sub-cortical structures on top of which they sit. 
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Each hemisphere is divided into four lobes, separated by deep 
clefts known as fissures. The lobes in turn can be divided into 
areas . Different areas are identified on the basis of a number of 
criteria. They look different when stained and seen under the 
microscope and are distinguished by the pattern of their 
connections to other areas . They are functionally defined by the 
type of stimuli which activate their cells and by the impairments in 
behaviour which result when they are damaged. 

The identification of areas remains a live topic of investigation . 
Identifying corresponding areas in the brains of different species 
is particularly difficult. 
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Mental Abllltles 

The cerebral cortices (pllirnl of cortex) R I o th<➔ slle of the rn<n,t 
advanced mental abilities . 

Tiley contain centres tl,at put together information from the aen888 

with thoughts and memories to work out what is going on in the 

world about us. 

Primates, and humans in particular, have hemispheres that are 
specially massive. 

It is important to bear in mind, however, that the cerebral cortices 
function as part of a larger system. Connectivity is an all-important 
feature of the brain. Higher and lower centres are strongly connected 
by ascending and descending fibre tracts . These maintain contact 
between the structures of the hindbrain, midbrain and forebrain . This 
is how integration of mind and body is achieved. 

Connectivity in the brain 
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